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FOREWORD

The Planning Conference on the First GARP Global Experiment
(FGGE) (Geneva, September 1972) and the Joint Organizing Committee
for GARP proposed the establishment of a working group for the development of a data management plan for the FGGE. To ensure that the data
management planning keeps pace with the planning of the observing
systems, the Executive Committee of WMO at its twenty-sixth session
(Geneva, May-June 1974) requested the Secretary-General to proceed
with the necessary arrangements for the meeting of this working group.
The WHO Executive Committee Inter-governmental Panel on the
FGGE, at its first session (Geneva, October 1974) also considered the
matter and recognized that considerable efforts were required to
develop the FGGE data management plan in detail. The Panel therefore
supported the decision of the WMO Executive Committee that a meeting
of experts on this subject be organized. A meeting of experts for
the development of a data management plan for the FGGE was accordingly
held in Washington, D.C., from 7 to 11 April 1975.
The present publication embodies the report of the meeting.
This report will be presented in due course to the Second Session of
the WMO Executive Committee Inter-governmental Panel on the FGGE for
consideration of the recommendations made by the meeting. It constitutes
a contribution to the FGGE planning of great practical importance to the
success of the research effort as well as to the application of data
resulting from the coordinated efforts of the countries contributing to
FGGE.
I would like to take this opportunity of expressing my
sincere appreciation to all participants for their excellent contribution
to the preparation of this valuable report.

(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The meeting of experts for the development of a data management
plan for the FGGE was held in Washington D.C. from 7 to 11 April 1975.
This meeting was convened according to the recommendations of
the JOC and the Executive Committee of the WMO and pursued the following
main objectives (cf. JOC-X Report, paragraph 5.3.1):
to prepare an implementation plan for the FGGEdata management
system;
to identify the additional resources needed at the WMCs in
order to accomplish the FGGE data processing requirements;
to study the expected capacity of the GTS;
to study satellite telecommunication systems as a possible
back-up or supplementary facilities;
to define the effort needed for archiving and distribution of
the FGGE data sets.
The agenda of the meeting and the list of participants are
given in Appendices I and 11, respectively.
The following chapters represent a summary of the meeting's
findings and also contain, where appropriate, certain background information.
2.

OVERALL PRINCIPLE FOR THE FGGE DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM AND DEFINITIONS OF THE DATA LEVELS

One of the purposes of the First GARP Global Experiment is to define
the state of the atmosphere as completely as possible over the whole globe.
Therefore, it is essential that an adequate data management system be developed
for the acquisition, processing, dissemination and archiving of the many forms
of data expected to be generated during the Experiment. Notwithstanding the
fundamental differences of the observing techniques, the data collection and
the processing systems of the individual sub-systems, the whole data flow
has to be considered within a unified framework since the output of the
Experiment should result in a complete and internally consistent data set
of initial state parameters.
The data flow and the data processing requirements should be
implemented in such a way that the objectives of the FGGE can be fulfilled
as nearly as is practically possible. The concept of a possible data system
is based on the recognition that the expected data flow for the global experimentaUon programme will be similar to that needed for operational use. The
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data flow charts contained in this report make allowance for this concept to a
maximum possible extent. This same concept also affects the classification
of the levels in the data flow.
Definition of data levels
Level I

Primary data.

These in general are instrument readings expressed

in appropriate physical units and referred to Earth co-ordinates.

Examples are: radiances or positions of constant-level balloons,
etc, but not raw telemetry signals. Level I data still require
conversion to the-meteorological parameters specified in the
data requirements.
Level 11

Meteorological parameters obtained directly from many kinds of
simple instruments, or derived from the Level I data (e.g. average
winds from subsequent positions of constant-level balloons).
These data may be divided into three categoriess
Level II-a data set

Operational data collected through the GTS
withIn-the-operational cut-off.

Level II-b data set

Global Experiment Research Data Set which is
distInguIshed lrom-II-a by-a-delayed cut-off
to acquire a complete global data set.

Level 111-0 data set-

a Data for olimatio investigations oolleoted
in

a neIaye!

mo!e: - - - - - - -

Level III:-Initial State Parameters. Internally oonsistent data sets obtained
from Level 11 data by applying four-dimensional assimilation
techniques.
Data set III - a

Operational Analyses obtained from Level II-a data.

Data set III - b

Global Experiment Analyses obtained from Level II-b
data. Level III-b sets should be produced in
non-real time but in a quasi-operational mode.

In connexion with the definitions for the Level 11 data - Meteorological parameters - it is worth-explaining some features of the Level 11 data
collection.
A large fraction of the data during FGGE will be collected in
the WMCs within hours of the observation time and will be used for operational
purposes. This data stream is called the II-a data set.
It is hi~hly desirable that the II-a data set at each of the WMCs
should be as complete as possible. In order to accomplish this goal all
possible steps should be made to improve the WWW in such a way that it can
acquire and transmit the estimated data required in the 1977-79 period.
Similarly, all possible steps should be taken to include data from special
FGGE systems in the operational data flow.
Even i f the action proposed above can be taken, it is nevertheless
impossible to guarantee that the II-a data set will be complete. The reasons
are that data from remote stations in the surface-based observation system
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may not be received before the proposed cut-off time. In addition, the
processing and communication systems associated with the satellite-based
and special observing systems may not operate as designed at all times.
In view of these considerations, it appears necessary to create a more
complete data set, called II-b, by establishing a data collection and
processing centre. It is envisaged that there will exist special (Level
II-c) data sets which should include observations not included in the II-a
and II-b data sets but which are expected to be useful for climate research
related to the GARP Climate Dynamics Sub-programme.

3. -THE

O~SERVING

SYSTEMS

The observing system of the FGGE will comprise:

3.1

(i)

the WWW Global Observing System (GOS);

(H)

the special observing systems;

(Hi)

other observing systems.

The WWW Global Observing System (GOS)

The GOS consists of two sUb-systems: the surface-based sUb-system
and the space-based sub-system, the former being composed of the regional
basic networks, other observational networks of stations on land and at sea,
and aircraft observations, and the latter of polar-orbiting and geostationary
meteorological satellites.
The GOS is based on the requirements of Members for observations
and has the following classifications:
(a)

Global requirements for observations to describe meteorological
phenomena and processes, which occur on the large and planetary
scales;

(b)

Regional requirements for observations needed by two or more
Members to describe in greater detail the large and planetary scale
atmospheric phenomena, as well as to describe the smaller ones on
the meso and small scales, as may be agreed by Regional Associations;

(c)

National requirements, which are defined by each Member, may vary
greatly and reflect specialized needs of individual Members.

Therefore, within the WWW, the following three classes of networks
have been defined:

(i)
(H)
(Hi)

The global network;
The regional network;
The national network.
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The observational requirements for the global network were
set forth by the Commission for Basic Systems (CBS). The regional networks
are the primary responsibility of the respective Regional Associations,
with the guidelines provided by CBS. National networks are established
by Members to satisfy their requirements.
3·1.1

The surface-based SUb-system

During the period 1976-1979, the surface-based system will
consist of:
(a)

Regional basic synoptic networks;

(b)

Automatic weather stations;

(c)

Fixed sea stations;

(d)

Research and special purpose vessels;

(e)

Mobile ships;

(f)

Automatic marine stations;

(g)

Aircraft;

(h)

Atmospheric detection systems;

(i)

Weather radars;

(j)

Meteorological rockets;

(k)

Background pollution stations;

(1)

Radiation stations.

In this connexion, atmospheric detection systems, meteorological
rockets and radiation stations have been included for the first time in the
WWW plan 1976-1979, and were not inoluded in the 1972-1975 WWW plan.
As regards the surface and upper-air synoptio stations needed to
meet global, regional and national requirements, it should be mentioned that:
(a)

the global network consists at present of the following stations
and observing programmes:
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List of stotions from which reports are to be exchanged globally (global exchange)

(*)

Upper air
I>t1O
Regions

Surface

Radiosonde

Upper wind
00
06

12

18

0
5

24
214
9
45
0
64

4
140
113
22
0
41

19
Rad~owind
Pilot balloon 64

3
41
49
75

0
21
51
57

5
70
48
68

Radiowind
Pilot balloon

2
48

104
.51

1
57

100
43

Radiowind
Pilot balloon

0
2

0

:2

0
1

0
2

Radiol.ind*
42
Pilot bolloon* J50

261
446

85
459

270
386

00

06

12

18

00

12

Means used

I

378

584

582

499

43

5~

10
Radiowind
Pilot balloon 52

II

718

741

748

]02

283

278~

Radiowind
10
Pilot balloon 43

6
238
99
34

III

299

132

321

321

27

45

1
23

IV

419

369

425

424

144

154

Radiowind
0
Pilot balloon 18

V

.316

315

262

259

84

23

VI

280

280

280

280

137

144

ANT

27

27

27

27

15

13

2437 2448 2545 2512

733

715

TOT.6J..S

.

Rodiowind
Pilot balloon

* These observations ore reported by means of the code form PIlOT.
(i)

Surfoce - only the following elements ore reported: cloud cover, wind direction
and speed, visibility, present and past weather, pressure, temperature, dew point
temperature;

(ii)

Upp..- air - only Parts A and C ore exchanged globally;

(*) Manual on the Global Telecommunication System, WHO Publication No. 386,

1974.
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(b)

The global network composed· of the various regional (basic synoptic)
networks consists at present of the following stations and observing
programmes.(WMO Publication No.-2l7': :

-

1410
Regions

I
II

Radiowind

Radiosonde

00

03

06

09

12

15

18

21

00

06

12

18

388

505

613

554

612

552

533

326

49

-

75

-

1039 1068 1065 1060 1072 1009 1021

986

.

261 111 257

12

43 53

-

24 42

142

143

-

143 144

86

47

71

47

71 22

120

134

180

323

218

323

232

23

IV

429

338

360

321

431

365

433

359

V

323

298

324

238

258

138· 259

259

VI

832

835

845

845

846

844

846

835

ANT

28

22

28

23

28

23

28

22

138 107 141
14

-

11

713 265 737

-

128 272 267

39

300

3339 3186 3369 3221 3570 3149 3443 3019

00

.-

III

TOTALS

104 138 141

-

15 12

279 706 681

The present existing national networks of synoptio (surfaoe and upper-air)
stations oonsist of (Vo1~ A of WMO Publication No. 9 - as at November 1974):

(c)

,

Upper air

Surface

\otlO

Surface
'0

Regions

I
II

III
IV

V
VI
ANT
OWS

TOTALS

o.

00

03

06

09

12

15

18

21

432 611 850 760 870 725 704 364
1966 2124 1953 1722 2271 1412 1724 1555
569 144 168 266 620 332 613 356
735 149 587 120 745 207 752 200
1113 694 1023 449 469 234 532 712
1784 1987 2494 2354 2534 2309 2481 1841
29
23
29
24
29
24
29
23
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
6637

5741 7113 5703 7547 5252 6843 5060

. Stations
making
hourly
observations

613
447
278
673
268
1085
3
6
3373
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.,

Pilot balloon'

lotIO

:Regions

12

18

00

06

12

18

00

06

12

18

155

258

221

145

50

8

80

4

43

4

58

0

II

159

88

141

96

261

114

257

129

279

1

274

0

III

23

5

67

41

27

.0

42

0

27

0

45

0

IV'

27

52

29

89

145

2

156

5

146

2

157

5

70

103

56

81

55

90

1

25

1

.

V

73

79

60

VI

76

76

100

53

139

114

-151

102

138

19

147

10

N-rr..

2

2

1

2

15

0

12

0

16

0

}.3

0

OWS

1

1

1

1

7

6'

7

6

9

1

8

I' '

516

561

620

497

747

300

786

301

748

28

727

17 -

.-.

TOTALS

are

Radiosonde

RacUowind.

06

"

,

'

00

I

.

.

.

It should be noted that automatic stations, whose reports are exchanged internationally,
in the networks given atiove.

in~lu~e~

aY

the e~d of 1975, the following fixed sea stations are expected to'be in' operation:
W10 Region

Location

Operated by

RA I

40°00'5, 10ooo'E

South·Africa

RA II

29°oo'N, l35 Ooo'E (station T)

Japan

RA IV

38ooo'N, nOoo'w (station H)
0

U.S.A.
Canada

0

50 oo'N, l45 oo'W (station p)
RA VI

66°oo'N, 02 ooo'E (st~tion M)
57°oo'N, 200 OO'W (stotion L)
~7000'N, l7 0 oo'W (stotion R)
52°45'N, 35~30'W (station C)

)

)
)

.

Jointly by France,
the Netherlonds, Norwoy,
Sweden, U.K. ond U.S.S.R.

)
)

)

In this connexion, it should be noted that it may be necessary to establish one or two fixed sea
stations in the Indian,Ocean. This matter will be discussed at the forthcoming session of RA 11
(Colombo/Sri Lanka, September 1975).
The WHO voluntary ship scheme consists at present of:
~ ~8l selected 'ships
1 951 supplementary ships

620 auxialiary ships
Total

'f'052

=====
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In this connexion, it should be mentioned that:
Selected ships report the following parameters: cloud cover,
wind direction and speed, visibility, present and past weather,
pressure, air temperature, cloud height, cloud types (optional
parameters include: sea temperature, ice accretion, sea waves).
Supplementary ships report the following parameters: cloud cover,
wind direction and speed, visibility, present and past weather,
pressure, air temperature, cloud height, cloud types.
Auxiliary ships normally only report a limited number of
parameters: cloud cover, wind direction and speed, visibility,
present and past weather, pressure, air temperature.
The main shortcoming of the present scheme is the limitation of the
telecommunication systems used by mobile ships. For FGGE purpose, another
shortcoming may be the lack of certified instruments on supplementary and
auxiliary ships. This matter may need special attention.
Aircraft observations are at present made and transmitted in
accordance with procedures jointly developed by IeAO and WMO. It seems
that during 1976, the existing procedures will be reviewed. Furthermore,
it is intended to undertake a study on the use of geostationary satellites
for the collection of aircraft weather reports. Details of this study are
at present under consideration.
Research and special purpose vessels are normally considered under
mobile ships. Therefore, no special priorities were required in the detailed
planning of the GOS.
No specific long-term plans have yet been established as regards
automatic marine stations, atmospheric detection systems, weather radars,
meteorological rockets and radiation stations.
Detailed planning of background pollution stations (baseline and
regional stations) is progressing satisfactorily.
WWW space-based sUb-system

Geostationary meteorological satellite system will consist of five
satC!!lli tes, one provided by the European Space Agency (ESA)
.
(OOE) , one by the U.S.S.R. (70 0 E), one by Japan (140 0 E) and two by the U.S.A.
(70 0 W, 135OW). All the satellites will be at an approximate altitude of
36,000 km.

-

'j -

The geostationary satellites will provide continuous information
within the latitudinal range of about 50 0 N to 50 0 S. The data will consist of:
(i)

(ii)

Images of the entire disc or partial disc, both in the
visible and infra-red (IR) spectral intervals. In some systems,
the full disc images will be available once in 30 minutes
and in others once in 3 hours;
Wind vectors derived from cloud motion vectors available
at least for two levels - one for low and the other for high
altitude.
The following service will also be available:

(iii)

WEFAX direct broadcast to transmit meteorological charts and
satellite images;

(iv)

Data collection facilities from various types of platforms.
Satellites will collect data from these platforms and transmit to command and data acquisition stations.
At the present stage, it is not certain, however, that all
satellites will have equal capabilities to collect data from
platforms. On the other hand, the international procedure
of certification and admission of platforms still are not
established.

3·1.2.2
Near-polar-orbiting satellites system will consist of two
components, one by the U.S.A. and the second by the U.S.S.R. The U.S.A.
system will consist of two operational spacecraft at an orbital altitude
of 830 km, one will cross the equator southbound at 0730 local solar time,
and the other will cross the equator northbound at about 1530 local solar
time. The U.S.S.R. system will consist of 2 or 3 satellites at an orbital
altitude of 900 km;
The polar-orbiting satellites will provide the following information:

(i)

(ii)

Temperature and moisture soundings not only in clear areas,
but also in cloudy areas (from microwave devices) at least
twice per day on a global basis, and more often in extratropical latitudes.
Image information from the visible and infra'-red channels
both in the direct broadcast mode and recorded mode. Data
will be available either in the form of images or in a digital
format for quantitative use.
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(iii)

(iv)

Sea-surface temperature distribution over cloud-free areas
derived from quantitative data from the IR channels. Appropriate
atmospheric attenuation corrections for the observed satellite
IR data will be applied to obtain sea-surface temperatures.
Snow and ice distribution (either in the image format or in a
digital format).

Radiation measurements from the polar-orbiting satellites will
also provide information on the global distribution of outgoing long-wave
radiation and reflected solar radiation at satellite altitudes, and these
parameters are essential for the earth-atmosphere radiation budget studies;
Data collection facilities from certain kinds of platforms are
planned on one of the polar-orbiting satellite systems. Satellites will
collect data from these platforms and relay the information to a central
facility for evaluation, processing and dissemination of information.
3.2

The special observing systems

The special observing sub-systems have been proposed for use during
two FGGE special observing periods. These systems are aimed at filling
critical gaps in the operational observing system in the equatorial tropics
and southern hemisphere.

This system is being planned to consist of a number of carrier
balloons releasing dropsondes upon command, via geostationary satellites
and also ships located in the equatorial belt and carrying out radiosonde
launchings.
The dropsonde releases and radiosonde launchings should be
accomplished within a framework of a concerted programme to provide for a
more or less uniform distribution of soundings with horizontal resolution and
frequency required for FGGE.
It has been estimated that, in addition to the land wind
sounding station, a mix of 30 ships and 80 operating carrier balloons
during each of the special observing periods will fill the observational gap,
particularly over the ocean areas where station augmentation is not feasible.
Each carrier balloon will carry up to 100 dropsondes equipped for
direct measurement 01 atmospheric temperature and humidity. During its
descent, the dropsonde receives and transmits signals from the Omega navigation system, as well as its own sensor data to the carrier balloon for
relay back to the ground station, via the geostationary satellite. Wind
velocity profiles are derived from the comparison of signals from several
Omega stations during the fall of the dropsonde.
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The technique that will be used during FGGE for locating the
carrier balloon itself .is expected to be a TRANSIT location system, which
probably will be·acourate to 3-10 km. An inexpensive TRANSIT device has
already been demonstrated. There should be no unsurmountable diffioulties
in integrating this new TRANSIT reoeiver into the oarrier balloon.

A prototype carrier balloon system will be tested during the Data
System Test (DST) period. Up to 20 balloons, each equipped with 64 Omega
sondes, willbe launched from an equatorial site. These tests will provide
insight into the efficiency of the system and will serve as the basis for
establishing the eventual configuration of the carrier balloon for FGGE.
It will also provide information on the effective dwell time of the balloons
in the region of lOoN to lOoS.
A balloon launch strategy needs to be developed based on the DST
prototype flight experience, the number of ships expected to be available,
forecasts of stratospheric wind speeds and balloon life expectancy in the
equatorial belt. The number of launohing sites is currently under
evaluation.
3·2.2

Two parts of this system are:
(i)
(ii)

Constant-level balloon system;
Drifting buoy system.

The constant-level balloon SUb-system will include a few hundred
superpressure balloons in the southern hemisphere lower stratosphere (between
150 and 200 mb). Taking into account former experiment (EOLE) and GARP
requirements, it has been estimated that it will be necessary to have about
250 balloons in operation during each Special Observing Period (SOP), which
can be achieved by launching 600 balloons: 400 before the first SOP and
the remaining 200 before the second SOP. The flight level of 200 mb would
be preferable. A uniform distribution of balloons probably can be achieved
using only two launching sites.
The FGGE constant-level balloon will be equipped with four sensors
measuring the ambient temperature, ambient pressure and altitude ~f the
balloon (meteorological sensors), plus one technological status parameter.
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It has been estimated previously that:
(a)

a minimum of 300 buoys would be needed to meet the requirement
for atmospheric surface pressure and sea-surface temperature in
the Southern Ocean during the two special observing periods of
the FGGE;

(b)

this number of buoys is compatible with the satellite location
and data-retrieval capabilities expected to be available, and
with the presently foreseeable means of deploying these buoys;

(c)

in order to ensure a consistent quality of data from the buoy
array, 20 to 30 test sets of equipment for confirming buoy
performance at the time of the launch will be required for
use on the launching ships.

The recent numerical experiments aimed at the optimal design
of the drifting buoy observational system showed that buoys should be
deployed as uniform as possible in the latitudinal belt 20 0 S-65 0 S, with
a horizontal spacing of about 1,00Q km. The impact of this distribution
.on deployment and operations considerations requires re-evaluation. The
minimum requirement for buoy instrumentation for FGGE is for measurement
of sea-surface temperature and air pressure.
Other observing systems
Research satellites
In addition to the operational satellite systems, research
satellites like HIMBUS-G, SEA.SAT-A and METEOR series, will provide
inforaation whioh may be available for both research and operational use.
These researoh satellites are expected to have on board miorowave devices
and thus will provide vertical distributions of temperature and moisture,
even under certain types of cloud oonditions. Siailarly, it will be
feasible to obtain sea-surface teaperatures over large ooeanic areas, even
with olouds in the field of .view, and obtain surfaoe-wind estiaatea over
ooeanio areas from the radar Boatterometer on SEASAT-A.
Some of the research satellite projeots of the D.S.A. and
U.S.S.R. offer the possibility of obtaining information on preoipitation
amounts and on soil moisture oontent. Other kinds of data that oould be
obtained from researoh satellites have to do with radiation balance, cloud
oover, snow and ioe oover and oceanographio parameters.
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The experiences gained from
clear that a significant contribution
phere data needed for the GARP can be
aircraft routes in these parts of the

the u~e of aircraft in GATE make it
to the tropical and southern hemisachieved by taking advantage of
world.

Modern aircraft are equipped with inertial navigation systems
and central air data computers which represent an efficient tool for direct
digital read-out of several aircraft operating parameters and geographical
coordinates. By the addition of certain units, meteorological data can
be stored on magnetic tape together with the aircraft location data and be
rea~v for immediate processin~ upon landing.
An alternative method of transmitting the data wouid be to add a
standard transmitter package to the aircraft measurement and recording system
and transmit the data to a geostationary satellite which will relay data to
the ground station. The aircraft could then be treated as Data Collection
Platforms (either interrogated or non-interrogated, as would be practicable).

4.
4.1

DATA COLLECTION

The WWW Telecommunication System

The primary role of the WWW in the FGGE is to provide the observational data_required for the FGGE to the WMCs 'Moscow and W&shington~' In particular,
the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) will be called upon to transmit
the Level II-a data. One of the most important requirements of the experiment
is to receive a complete data set with a minimum of mutilation and transmission errors. The observational data required will be provided by:

(i)
(H)
(Hi)

the WWW Global Observing System;
the special observing systems established during FGGE;
other observations.

The Main Trunk Circuit of the GTS will have to play an important
role in the implementation of the FGGE data management. The following Table I
describes the types of data to be transmitted in support of FGnE. The
data identified in Table I should be transmitted on the GTS. To ensure
completeness of the data sets, procedures for request of repetition need to
be instituted at all levels of the GTS.
There is an evident need to improve the present system to collect
at the WMCs and RTHs on the MTC the observational data from all land and sea

- 14 stations speedily with a reliability of approximately 95% averaged over a period
of one month. This requirement is at present not mat for all stations in
the global network, in particular in Africa, Central and South America, the
southern part of Asia and the South-west Pacifio.
For instance, global data from Region 1 (Africa) are collected via
Cairo, Dakar and Nairobi and relayed on the MTC via the appropriate WMC/RTH;
global data from Region III (South America) reach Washington through Euenos
Aires and Erasilia. A current survey shows that only 60-70% of data exchanged
within the Regions are included into the global exchange.

The Seventh Status Report on the Implementation of the ~rw gives
an indication of the ~lanned GTS (MTC and its branches and Regional Telecommunication Network). As explained in this document, a number of shortcomings exist which need to be overcome. Collection or data from remote
islands, desert areas and mobile ships proved particularly deficient.
The development of new and improved technical systems may help
to resolve some of the problems. These means may be:
(i)

improvement of the general purpose telecommunication network
in developing countries;
(Establishment of national and international multicarrier
satellite, microwave and cable systems which could be leased
by Meteorological Services).

(ii)

establishment of exclusive meteorological channels on eXisting
or new systems. (In some instances, it will be possible to
multiplex existing aeronautical channels or to set up exclusive
meteorological circuits mainly using high frequency (HF) techniques
to link the NMC with the associated RTH. HF transceivers may be
used for collection of reports for individual observing stations
at the NMC).

Additionally, efforts are necessary to complete the closure of the
Main Trunk Circuit and to increase the capacity of the circuits, particularly
the Main Trunk Circuit. The interconnections between the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres need to be improved. There is also a need to complete
the regional networks, improve the operation of the RTHs and NMOs, and also
to ensure a higher quality of existing regional and national circuits -quality means availability, reliability, etc.
The national collection has to be improved, in particular, within
Regions I, Ill, V and the southern parts of Regions 11 and IV. The collection
might be improved by using terrestrial and/or space techniques.
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TAB L E
Types of
data
1.

TEMP
Parts A & C
(also B & D
i f possible)

Frequencies

I
Area1
Coverage

Notes and
References

for 00 and 12 GMT
and all available
06 and 18 data

global

from radiosonde/wind
stations listed in
Attachment 1-3 Upper-Air
Stations (columns 2 and 3)
of Manual on the GTS

2.

PILOT
Parts A & C
(also B & D
i f possible)

for 00, 06, 12 and
18 GMT

global

from stations listed in
Attachment 1-3 Upper-Air
Stations (columns 4-7)
of the Manual on GTS and
others as available.

3.

TEMP SHIP
Parts A & C
(also B & D
i f possible)

for 00, 06, 12 and
18 GMT

global

all available reports

4.

PILOT SHIP
Parts A & C
(also B & D
i f possible)

for 00 and 12 GMT and
all available 06 and
18 GMT data

global

all available reports

5·

SYNOP

00, 06, 12 and 18 GMT

global

from all stations listed
in Attachment 1-3 Surface
Stations (Columns 2-5) of
the Manual on the GTS and
additional stations included in the basic regional
network in Regions I and
V and southern parts of
Regions II and IV.

6.

SHIP

00, 06, 12 and 18 GMT
and all other ship
reports available for
other hours

global

SHIP reports ensuring
adequate data coverage i.e.
all reports from Tropical
Belt and Southern Hemisphere but excluding reports
from locations within 50 to
100 km. of coastline, if
surface network in this
area is adequa t·).

-------_.._--_ __.---_

_-_._-
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7.

CODAR!
AITIEPS

asynoptic

global

all available reports

8.

Vertical
distribution of
temperature
and moisture

asynoptic

global

data will be transmitted
either on an orbit by orhit
basis or by combining a
group of orbits in an
agreed code form.

9.

Radiances

asynoptic

global

data will be transmitted
either on an orbit by
orbit basis or by combining
a group of orbits in an
agreed code form ("SARAD")*

10.

Wind vectors
(low and
high levels)

synoptic

11.

Sea surface
temperature

once a day

12.

Carrier
balloons

asynoptic**

equatorial
belt lOoN
- lOoS

Code similar to TEMP SHIP
code with a special heading indicating that data
are obtained from carrier
balloons.

13.

Constantlevel
balloons

asynoptic**

southern
hemisphere
20 08-70°8

special format possibly
similar to AIREP or CODAR
heading indicating constantlevel balloon data is
necessary.

14.

Drifting
buoys

asynoptic**

southern
hemisphere
20°8-65°8

sp~cia1 format for transmission of the drifting
buoys data..

between
50 oN-500S
global

data will be transmitted
in an agreed code form
("SAWIN").
satellite derived sea surface temperatures to be
transmitted in an agreed
code form (IISAMARII).

*

Requirement for aounding radiances transmission needs to be confirmed.

**

Reports may be grouped and transmitted duringWWW "low traffic" periods (preferablybefore the operational cut-off time agreed upon for FGGE).
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Since not all these improvements might be possible through
national resources, assistanoe programmes (UNDP, bilateral, YAP) have to
be used. A detailed survey and study of the operation of the GTS in WHO
Regions I, III and the southern parts of Regions 11 and IV should be
initiated and the results of these studies should form the basis for action
towards improving the data collection and exchange system (see decision of
the WMO Executive Committee (EO-XXVI) on the monitoring of the GTS).
Use of meteorological satellites for the collection of
observational data
4.2.1

Land stations

The use of the satellite based data collection system is
restricted to those platforms which cannot be interrogated by using the
general purpose telecommunication system. Therefore, this technique will
~lay a very important role in collecting data from remote stations on land
lisland stations, stations in sparsely populated areas or not connected to
public telecommunication networks) and floating ice stations. Therefore,
an estimation was made as to the need for DCPs (Data Collection Platforms)
on land. From reports available in the WHO Secretariat and past experience
gained in the implementation of the WWW, it was felt that at least 100
stations on land need to be equipped for satellite data collection by
interrogation or self-timed devices. This number includes about 50 new
stations which are not reporting at present.

At present 1,700 reports are being received from mobile ships
participating in the WHO Voluntary Ship scheme (Selected, Supplementary
and Auxiliary Ships). At present, the ship reports are unequally distributed
in time and spaoe.
A better distribution could only be obtained if the present data
collection scheme could be changed. The introduction of a special satellite
(MARSAT), which is planned to be operational for some ocean areas by the
beginning of 1980, will bring about improved ship-shore communications and
thus help the collection of ship reports. However, for FGGE, this mobile
maritime telecommunication service on MARSAT will not be able to satisfy
the WWW and FGGE data collection requirements. Therefore, about 200 ships
(container vessels, oil tankers or bulk carriers) operating on well-defined
routes need to be selected for data collection by geostationary meteorological
satellites. It could be expected that about 100 of these ships may be at sea
at any time of interrogation. Therefore such a system may produce about 400
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reports a day. This would contribute considerably to obtaining a better
coverage of the central South Atlantic, Indian Ocean, and southern and
central Pacific. Dedicated ships, fishing and research vessels, and
possibly whaling ships, may also participate in this scheme.
The above measures are in addition to efforts to improve the
present collection scheme using the HF Maritime Mobile Service.
~~

Three special data sources for the FGGE have a common feature
from the viewpoint of data collection, that is, the data from carrier balloons,
constant-level balloons and buoys are to be collected using the satellite
systems. This produces some specific problems to be solved well before the
Global Experiment starts.
Information from carrier balloons will be relayed via geostationary
satellites to the ground satellite data acquisition stations.
At present two possible systems of data processing are foreseen
each having~a number of alternative ways of outputting the data. Inthe
-first a mini-computer is used to add time to the received positional and
meteorological information. These combined data are recorded on magnetic
tape which subsequently may be physically transferred to a large computer,
i.e. the large compu~er is used off-line.
In the second option the sonde data is passed on line to the main
compu"er via a buffer stage and time data is added.
If carrier balloon data will be processed by satellite operators
and messages in a coded form should be available for documentation, the most
convenient entry points to the GTS will be the WMCs and RTHs located at the
points closest to the satellite data processing centres.
For the constant-level balloon system operation, polar satellites
capable of receiving and transmitting information from balloons to the ground
are necessary.
Two TIROS-N satellites, equipped with an appropriate system
(Data Collection and Platform Location System
DCPLS) would be used for
balloon location and data transmission.
Processed data in the suitable format ought to be injected into
the GTS thus becoming available for use in the WMCs and RMCs. It can be
seen from the data processing viewpoint that the assumption that these
data can be transmitted four times a day is quite realistic. At present

I

i
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it is planned that information.from buoys and oonstant-level
balloons will be transferred from the satellite data aoquisition station
to the Centre National d'Etudes . Spatiales (CNES) at Toulouse, Franoe,
and then after prooessing be distributed either via the GTS (in this oase
the entry point will naturally be Paris) or by other appropriate means.

5.
5.1

PRODUCTION OF THE LEVEL II DATA SETS

Introduotion
Data prooessing required for the FGGE inoludes:
Produotion of Level 11 observations from Level I data;
Preparation of Level 11 data sets from meteorologioal observations.

Most of this data prooessing will be aooomplished by operational
groups in fulfilment of their national and WWW commitments. Examples of
·these are the transformation of Level I data from the Gloml Observing System
to coded observations, and the real-time processing of Global Observing System
data by the meteorological centres.
The special processing operations required for FGGE include:
Transformation of instrument readings from the Special Observing
Systems, the research satellite systems and from speciallyequipped aircraft to coded Level 11 data;
Preparation of operational or Level II-a data sets by the WMCs
and other meteorological centres;
Production of non-real time Level II-b data sets.
The flow diagram (Figure 1) shows two parallel processing systems one conducted in real time by the WMCs, the other in a delayed mode by groups
which have not yet been completely identified. The two modes are equally
important parts of the overall FGGE operations, and it is therefore desirable
to upgrade the real-time operations as olose as possible to the FGGE requirements.
The part which needs most to be defined is that related to the
delayed collection of Level II-b data and this is the operation considered
in more detail below.
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While the Level 1I-a data sets include all observational data
collected operationally on the GTS within 12-24 hours after the observation
is made, the Level II-b data sets include the observational data collected
after that cut-off time.
The goal of the WWW is to collect all operationally useful
observational data within a shorter cut-off period than the one expressed
above. It is expected, however, that certain data will not normally be made
available even within 12-24 hours of the observation.
In this category of Level I1-b the WWW data are the following:

(i)

(H)

(Hi)
(iv)

Additional oommeroial airoraft reports. Information reoorded on board
an airoraft du~ing a flight will normally be prooessed only at a
major ground terminal into Level 11 data.
Additional ships reports. The_ships' logs oontain reoords of all observatibns-taken,'lnoluding those whioh were'not"transmitted to a
shore station. The logs are normally not available uhti~ the ship
reaohes port.
Surfaoe-based data from land stations lacking reliable
communications facilities.
Spaoe-based data for whioh no operational requirement has
been stated, whioh oould not be" provided due to" temporary prooessing
failure or whioh oould not be acoommodated on the GTS.

Figures 2 and 3 show respectively the flow of Level I1-a and Level I1-b data
summarizing briefly the activities required. The plan assumes that;
The WMCs will produce Level 11-a data sets each day of FGGE
with a time delay of 12 to 24 hours.
Level II-b data sets will be produced at the Level II-b Colleotion and
Processing Centre with a delay long enough to ensure that
data can be received by mail or other methods. This time
delay will preferably be about 1 month and in any oase not
longer than 90 days.
Users will receive Level 1I-b tapes from the Level 11-b Centre
by request.
All Level 11-b tapes will be mailed to World Data Centre A or
World Data Centre B depending upon where the tapes originate.
5.2

Expected FGGE data volume

The data output quantities which are likely to be obtained during
the FGGE from both the WWW and the special observing systems are given below.
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In many cases (especially regarding conventional WWW data), these
data are already globally exchanged on the GTS so that the WMCs (and
possibly some RMCs) can accumulate them. For the FGGE purposes, however,
there is a need to collect more data than can be expected to be exchanged
within the cut-off limits imposed by the operational constraints of the WMCs,
i.e. FGGE has the requirement to collect as complete an observational data
set as possible even though some of these observational data are not
currently exchanged globally on the GTS because of late arrival or for other
reasons.
The maximum acceptable time delay for transmission for FGGE will
be less stringent than for the WWW. For most of the data from the special
observing systems like buoys and carrier balloons, delay for transmission
on the GTS may be acceptable.
Therefore, the estimation of the expected
data volume is based on the assumption that the Level II-b Centre
has sufficient staffing and resources to make interrogations for and receive
replies consisting of observational data which are deemed highly desirable
to be collected within the Level II-b data cut-off limit (30-90 days).
Sinoe, on the one hand, oharacteristios of some future instruments
cannot be predicted for sure and, on the other hand, the detailed observational requirements are not yet finalized, the estimation of the expeoted
data volume was made, in some cases, on the basis of several more or less
realistio options.
.

5.2.1

Surface-based WWW system

a.

Land stations

The original FGGE requirement was for the frequenoy of observations
up to eight times per day at standard synoptio hours. It is possible, however,
to exchange only the northern hemisphere data with this frequency. A good
many stations located in "critical" areas - southern hemisphere and tropios are not making observations for more than four main synoptio hours.
Therefore, the requirement to exchange globally all the data which
are exchanged regionally. but for ~ main synoptic hours, seems to be the
most realistic compromise between scientific needs and practical feasibility.
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As was mentioned in Chapter 5, at-some stations in the tropics
and the southern hemisphere, observations are not made at the standard
synoptic hours (i.e. 03 GMT instead of 00 GMT). Furthermore, there is a
distinct minimum of data from tropical areas during the local night period.
It is assumed, however, that all stations included in the WMO list for
global exchange will provide four observations per day. T~erefore, the
estimation of a maximum possible amount of data gives 5.10 characters/day.

At the present time, about 1,700 reports per day are available.
It is hardly probable that during the FGGE this number will increase. Hence,
the ship data volume will be about 10 5 characters/day.
c.

Aircraft

About 1,000 aircraft reports are now available, and this
figure will barely'be surpassed if the existing procedure of th~ aircraft
data collection will be valid. It is estimated that about 3.10 characLers/
day will be available. Autoaatei data collection methods might increase
this by ~8 muoh aa a faotor of 10.

5.2.1.2
a.

Radiosonde

About 1,300 reports are supposed to be exchanged: the main part
of the stations provide observations twice per day. The transmission of
the Parts A and C of the TEMP report would be sufficient for the FGGE: if,
however, Parts Band D would be transmitted, they would be very useful.
Parts A and C contain about 350 characters, so that the
minimum data volume will be 4.5xl0 5 characters/day.
b.

Radiowind

In some regions, radiowind observations are made four times
a day. Global exchange of all reports is required for the FGGE, thus
giving the total number of PILOT reports per day of about 1,900. Parts A
and C of a PILOT report contain about 170 characters; therefore, a daily
data amount will be 3.2.10 5 characters/day.
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~-based \~w

5·2.2

system

5.2.2.1
Calculations are based on one sateJlite system(*\ characteri.sti.cs
of the future TIROS-N satellite system and its operational vertical sounder
were used.

The following assumptions are made:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Observations from 28.5 orbits can be acquired daily at
the ground stations from two satellites - i.e. no "blind" orbits;
S6under has a field of view sufficiently small to provide
for reliable calculation of soundin~ radiances over areas
down to 200 x 200 km 2 ;
Scanning angle is .± 49 0 ; an orbital swath about 2,200 km. wide.
Daily data volume will then be (as a function of the horizontal
resolution):
Number of soundings

Horizontal resolution
200 km

64,200

300 km

28,600

500 km

1.0,200

There will be a considerable overlapping at high latitudes; if only one
from every three orbits will be taken for latitudes higher than 63°, a
total reduction of observations will be about 16%.
In the tropics, where the temperature variance is small and the
tropopause is high, the system may not prove to be efficient (at least current
experience shows that satellite soundings accuracy significantly decreases
towards the equator). If all tropical soundings between 20 0 N and 20 0 S
would be eliminated, it would "mean a further 22% decrease in number of soundings. Then:
Number of soundings
Horizontal
resolution

(*)

Polar areas overlapping eliminated

Tropical belt
soundings
reduced

200 km

54,000

42,100

30n km

24,000

18,700

500 km

8,600

6,70n

Two satellite systems are supposed to be operational during the~FGGE period:
TIROS-N (U.S.,:.) and METEOH (U.S.S.R.). It is assumed that the data volume
from both of these systems will be approximately the same.
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Thus, depending on the horizontal· resolution and other assumptions,
the daily number of soundings may vary from about 60,000 to about 6,000.
There are specific requirements for data with a space resolution to a
maximum possible extent consistent with the quality of Level I data.
According to this, for the caloulations, the space resolution 200 ~ will
be adopted..
Hadiation measurements from planned satellite sounders will
hardly be able to provide for resolving more than, say 10 levels (mainly
between surface and 100 mb). Furthermore, humidity will be derived only
for 3-4 levels in the troposphere.
It can be expected that a new code form can be proposed containing
about 50-100 characters per message. Tgerefore, the total amount of data
from ~ satellite system is about 6.10 characters/day.
It is also assumed that about 5,000 sea-surface temperature
values will be available daily from the polar-satellite system. If code
SANAR will be applied, the data volume to be transmitted frollt the ~!rr;:C will
be 5.10 4 characters/day.
5.2.2.2

One satellite:

1,500 wind vectors (at 2 levels) per day. If code SA~IIN
will be applied, it will constitute about 2.4.10 4
characters/day.

Five satellites: 12 x 10 4 characters/day
Special Observing Systems
2a~r!e~-~a!1~o~s_+_S~iEs_(~q~a!o~i~1_b~1!)

It is assumed that soundings will be carried out twice a day
(this means that two dropsondes per day will be launched from a given
carrier balloon) then one satellite will provide for 32 soundings/day,
which gives 2. 10 characters/day (if five satellites will be available for
data collection).

4

Therefore, for the entire equatorial tropics the estimation is
10 5 characters.
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Constant~level

balloons

It is anticipated that about 300 balloons (each balloon to be
interrogated s!x times/day) will be used simultaneously. Total data volume
will be 6' 10 characters/day.

During the FGGE, about 200 buoys (each to be interrogated twice
a day) will be used simultaneously, providing about 10 4 characters/day.

Research satellites
A rough estimate of the data volume is given below, based mainly
on the general description of the NIMBUS-G equipment:

(i)

~~~E~~~~~~~_E~~f!!~~
It is assumed that temperatures at 15 levels in the region
15-100 km can be obtained, using the limb-scanning instruments
with the space resolution about 500 x 500 km 2 •
Two glgbal fields per day may be oBtained, giving totally:
4 . 10 characters/day.

(ll)

Radiation balance
Short and long-wave radiation fluxes and albedo ar~ assumed to
be obtained with the space resolution 500 x 500 km , at least
once a day. The daily data volume will be about 3 • 10 4 characters
per day.

(ili)
All these characteristics will be derived from the microwave
radiometer observations once or twice daily. It is assumed that
space resolution of about 50 km can be achieved. Measurements
at 8 wavelengths (including polarization) will be ¥erformed. The
total amount of raw radiance data will be 1. 3 • 10 characters per
day.
The volume of the Level 11 data derived from these radiances will
be small, except for the precipitation data. Under the assumption that the
space resolution for these latter data will be 500 x 500 km 2 , the volume
of precipitation data will be about 2.4 • 10 4 characters/day.
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Table 2 summarizes the estimates of the Level IIdatavolume to be
stored during the period of the Global Experiment.
Table 2.

DAILY AMOUNT OF INFORMATION DURING FGGE
(rough estimate)

Observing sub-system
WWW surface-based network
Operational polar satellites
Geostationary satellites

Information amount
(characters/day)

1.4 • 10 6
12 • 10 6
1.2 • 104
• 10 5

Carrier balloons

1

Constant-level balloons

6 • 10 4

Drifting buoys

1

Re~earch

5.3

satellites

• 10 4

4.'5 • 10 5

Level II-a data sets

The operation required at the ~rMCs is essentially the transformation of coded observations received over the GTS to checked meteorological
data archived on tape in an agreed-upon format. Checking procedures will
be relatively simple -- designed primarily to eliminate gross errors produced
during coding or transmission of data.
I,evel II-a data tapes will be produced for each day of FGGE.
The data cut-off time will be in the range from 12 to 24 hours. The aim
is to wait long enough to receive all Basic and Special Observing System
observations transmitted on schedule over the GTS.
It will be necessary for the WMCs to develop programmes for
decoding Special Observing System data, to establish late data collections,
which will probably involve transfers from disc to tape, and to prepare and
mail to archives the Level II-a data tapes on a routine, real-time basis"·
throughout the FGGE period.
Observations on the data tapes must be ordered in time. Some
of the data will be synoptic; others, such as the polar-orbiting satellite
and constant-level balloon data, will be asynoptic; and it may be convenient
to stratify all data in 6-hour time "blocks, centered on synoptic times.
Identification codes must be attached to each type of observation. The
position and time of each report must be given along with the data. Quality
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control indications, when available, should be included with the report.
As much as possible, formats used at the
WMCs should be essentially
the same.

5.4

Production of Level II-b data

The collection of Level II-b data is one of the most difficult
problems to be solved. The most effective approach is to take steps to
ensure that the Level II-a data set is as complete as possible~ In order
to accomplish this, actions will have to be taken very soon to overcome
deficiencies in the present observing and telecommunication systems. It
is anticipated that the monitoring of the WWW will identify areas where
special efforts may be required to ensure complete data collection.
The collection of Level II-b data will be accomplished by mail
if no other means are possible. A centre or centres (still to be determined)
will identify data from the surface-oased system which have not been included
in the Level II-a set and take steps to acquire these data. When received,
they will be forwarded to the appropriate Level II-b collection centre in
an agreed format. Data from the space-based and special observing systems
will be provided to this centre by the producers of the data.
The satellite processing centres and the special observing
. systems data processing centres should provide a compilation of their data
at a time tha.t is feasible in their processing cycle. Formal agreements
as to the content, format and frequency of transmission will be made before
the start of the Experiment. Special ship and aircraft observations
must be handled separately.
For example, arrangements for forwarding the tape cassette record
from wide-bodied jet aircraft must be made. Similarly, data from cooperating
surface ships must be made into a computer acceptable form and forwarded
in a routine manner to the centre.
Details of the data processing will need to be worked out with
representatives of groups responsible for these programmes. It is likely
that data flow and archiving procedures will be similar to those used
for GATE.

5.4.1
Experience from dealing with the task of inputting large amounts
of computerized or otherwise automated information data sets into a processing
system has shown that there will be some problems encountered in reading
the Level II-b data within the processing centre. These problems may arise
in one of three places: 1) reading real-time data inputs as they are being
transmitted on the GTS, 2) reading late arriving data after delivery by
mail, courier, or special telecommunication arrangements, and 3) re-reading
data which may have already been partially processed. The reasons for the
reading problems will range from equipment breakdown and operator errors to
unknown causes.
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Depending on the quality of the reading equipment and the
efficiency of the data collection/data reading procedures, the amount
of data that may be unreadable may range to as high as 15% of the total
collected data volume.
Once it has been determined that data is lost due to its
unreadability, the Level II-b Centre should be requested to make
inquiries of the original data producer to recover these lost data.

5·4·2
5.4.2.1
The following factors influence the workload on the computer
system at the Level II-bcollection and processing centres
Amount of data;
Quality of data;
Frequency of data collection;
Differences in format, codes, etc. of the data;
Number of data carriers; magnetic tapes, paper tapes, cards, etc;
Data checking methods;
Size of the generated Level II-b data
The basic computer activity for the Level II-b centre
will consist of what is usually called the preprocessing of meteorological
data. Such systems have been developed at weather services which have
operational numerical weather prediction schemes.
The preprocessing is the CODlputer activity which transforms
incoming data (mostly in WMO format) into a unique data base where the
information has been arranged in a way suitable for the analyses or data
assimilation system.
The preprocessing system will have the following
steps:
Decoding and/or identification of incoming messages;
Control of incoming data;
Generation of Level II-b data bases;
Housekeeping systems (tabular outputs, display of distribution
of observation, etc).
The preprocessing system does not need large Central Processing
Unit (CPU) resources, unless the incoming information is of bad quality
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and consequently sophisticated checking procedures must be applied. The
preprocessing will roughly be groportional to the amount of data and is
estimated to take 5-10 min.jlO characters using a computer of 1 MIPS
(Million Instructions P~r Second) and higher order computer languages
(ALGOL, FORTRAN, etc). The preFrocessing system will need comparatively
large secondary memories (discs) and fast channels in order not to increase
the computer time further and to simplify the programming system.

5·4·2.2
The Level II-b data centre can either have a separate computer or
have access to corresponding possibilities on a larger system.
The following equipment will probably be necessary for the
computer system:
Operating system - standard
Software system - standard, but possibilities of reading
non-standard magnetic tapes and non-standard paper tapes
Hardware systems:

(!

a)

CPU ,clOOK words

b)

4-6 magnetic tapes 7 and 9 chan. with density 556, 800
and 1600 EPI;

c)

2-4 disc

d)

Paper tape reader (adjustable to read different forlllats);

e)

Card reader;

f)

Line printer;

g)

Simple graphical system (for display of data distribution,
etc) •

memories,~

32 bits) (users area);

100 M word each;

A more detailed estimate is required to determine the time
used on the computer system.
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It will be assumed in the estimation 01 the personnel required
that the staff for the Level II-b centre will be personnel
with extensive experience in preprocessing and data handling of large data
volumes. It will also be assumed that the centre should be attached to an
existing WMC or a Regional Meteorological Centre along the main trunk
circuit. Existing telecommunications and computing facilities can thus be
used. It may also be possible to make use of available software for some
of the programming necessary (decoding, checking, data archiving routines,
etc) • .
The work can preferably be organized in the following way:
ph~se

1.

Planning and system design

2.

Programming phase - 1 January 1976 to 1 July 1977;

3.

Test phase - 1 July 1977 to 1 January 1978;

4.

Operational Phase I - 1 January 1978 to 1 September 1978;

5.

Operational Phase 11 - 1 September 1978 to 1 January 1980;

6.

- 1 July 1975 to 1 January 1976;

Documentation and summary phase - 1 January 1980 to

1 January 1981.
It is difficult to estimate the necessary staff since this depends
to what degree the Level II-b processing can be integrated by some other
activities. If this is not the case, the necessary staff will be of the
order of 20 when the staff is at its maximum during the operational phase.
It will be recommended that the staff be built up around a core
of local experts supported by seconded experts from other Weather Services.
The staff should include a project leader, meteorologists .,ith computer
experience, programmers with experience in assembly programming and assistants
for taking care of contacts with the data producers and users of Level II-b
data.

5.5

Level I1-c data sets

Conventional data from the GARP Climate Dynamics sub-programme should,
if at all possible, be included in the operational data collection using the GTS.
Observational data of the non-standard type will be transmitted
by any available means in non-real time by the designated collection centres.
The Level II-c data set is supposed to be of significant importance
for climatic investigations and includes the following kinds of Observations:
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Radiation budget terms
Boundary-layer variables
Sea-ice cover
Soil moisture
Earth's albedo
Ozone distribution
Particulate matter distribution
Oceanographic

variable~

c

",

Preliminary estimation of the Level II-c data volume appears to
be impossible; however, it will be significantly less than that of the II-b
level.
Organizations which plan to produce Level II-c data sets should
also carry the responsibility for the collection, qualitative control and
mailing of this data to the \iDCs. It is highly desirable that the vTDCs
receive this data mainly on magnetic tapes.

6.

6.1

PRODUCTION OF THE LEVEL III DATA SETS

Introduction

Level III data sets will be produced from the Level 11 data by
four-dimensional assimilation. This process is one which transforms
incomplete meteorological observations located irregularly in space and
time to a regular array of "complete" and "internally consistent" meteorological data at fixed levels in time. Data sets are complete in that
they specify all of the model variables at all grid point locations. They
are internally consistent in that some degree of balance between wind and
mass fields is accomplished by the assimilation procedure.
Level III-a data sets will be those prepared in real-time by
the v[MCs from the Level II-a data. Level III-b sets will be prepared
each day of FGGE but with a much longer time delay by one or more research
groups using Level II-b data. The Level III-a and Level III-b type data
sets will differ both by the completeness of the observational input and
by the complexity of the assimilation procedures. Both sets will be
produced and archived for the entire FGGE period.
Figures 2 and 3 show the Level III-a and Level III-b data flow.
Exchange of the Level III-a data between the WMCs will be over the GTS
in a form established by the WMCs in agreement with the WMO procedures.
Level III data tapes should be mailed by the responsible
organization (\~1C or special institution) to the World Data Centre-A or
World Data Centre-B, dependine upon where the tapes originate.
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Copies of Level III tapes will be. exchanged by mail between
World Data Centres.

6.2

Level III-a data sets

Level III-a data sets will be produced in real-time by the
u}lHC s---"""_probab IY~fL~_1:JY---IJ:J:'Q<!uc"tQf_iJ1e i~. ~~rma.Ulo bal ope rations .l\lethods
of data checking and data assimilation will be those-u~edo~rationally.
However, special efforts may be needed to develop appropriate methods for
checking and assimilating data that are not part of the WWW Basic Observing
System. The Level III data tapes should contain all of the information
required to initiate the forecast model. There should be complete
documentation of the assimilation schemes including such details as the
time integration procedures, space interpolation and insertion procedures.
Level III-a analyses are to be produced twice each day for the
entire FGGE period. The models used at the WHCs should be stable; their
characteristics should be well known; and they should, if possible, have
been fully operational for at least one year prior to the start of the
FGGE. Level III-a data sets should be complete within 24 to 36 hours of
observation time.
The following guidelines should be followed in the production
of Level III-a data:

a)

The forecast model used in the assimilation process should
be relatively advanced with a horizontal resolution of at
least 2.5 degrees in the horizontal, 10 layers in the vertical.

b)

The assimilation procedure must permit treatment of asynoptic
data in a manner that is consistent with the accuracy of
these data. This probably means interruption of forecasts
and insertion of' observations in time intervals that are no
longer than 6 hours.

c)

Data should be pre-analysed before they are inserted in
order to spread the inf'luence of individual observations
and to permit combination of observations of different kinds.
Pre-analyses should be three-dimensional with some preliminary
balancing of wind and mass fields. Error checking procedures
should be invoked as· part of the pre-analysis routine.

d)

Data inserted should be weighted according to their estimated
error level. The assimilation scheme should combine forecasts,
observations and climatology in some optimum fashion.

e)

The output format used in production of Level III-a data sets
should be simple, vTell· documented and agreed upon in advance.
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Production of tne Level 111-b data sets

Level III-b data sets should be produced in a non-real-time
but quasi-operational mode by organizations which possess facilities
compatible \'ii th those of the ",mcs. The resolution of the forecast model
and complexity of the assimilation scheme should be greater
than in the case of the v/NC-produced Ill-a data sets. As a result, the
assimi1cttion model may run more slowly than the real atmosphere, requiring
more than one day to assimilate one day's observations. It is desirable
that the first Level III-b data sets be produced within about 45 days after
observation time and all Level III-b analyses be complete about one year
after FGGE ends.
It Irfj:.rst-gUess" estimation was made of the Level 111 data base

which

contains~

(i)

Analyses of basic meteorological parameters
Ps
:'

surface pressu.re
sea surface temperature

u;v

::

temperature
geopotent.i:.al
horizontal wind c'oliiponents

r

::

relative humidity

Ct

f

cloud cover (obtJswed)
precipitation (observed)

Ta

T

z

RO'

ner;iVed iIrete()ro-logica~ quantitiea

W
RC

t
t

eLO

ve;1'ilfcail xnotion
precipitation (de-lo-dated)

ecloud cover (ca:hc'l1lated)

Sd

f

ai1c)W' and fee cover

S~

f

~ofl

moisture

at least tw'ic'e daflyat :teast 30 latiltude/:tong!tllde Qver global domain a.nd) 5 levels in
the "1aI.'tfcal
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The estimate of number of fields gives:

Parameter

Frequency
per day
2 - 4
once every
3 days
2 - 4

Ps
Ts
T

- 4
2 - 4
2

Z

u
v
r

Vi

2 - 4
2 - 4
1 - 2
1
2 - 4

RC

1

CL + CLe
RO

S

-I-

I

SM
Total:

Number of.
vertical
levels

Number of
fields/day

- 4

1

2

1

o-

1

10 - 15
10 - 15

20

60

20

60

10 - 15
10 - 15
10 - 15
2 - 3
1

20

60

20
20

60
60
6

2

1
20 - 60
1

10 - 15
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

126 - 375 fields / day

The maximum numbers in the table relate to the Special Observing Periods.

Th refore, for two Special Observing Periods (2 months each)
about 4.5·10 fields can be obtained. The number of fields to be obtained
during the remaining 8 months wil1 be approximately the same, that is
for the whole FGGE period about 10 5 can be expected. Each field will include about 1.5.10 4 gridpoints (space resolution 2 or 2.5
that for
the whole FGGE period data volume will be of the order of 10 0 characters
(4 characters per gridpoint).

4

0) fO

Computer time required for yielding Level III-b data sets can
be calculated using the following assumptions:
5 HIPS computer
Global model
24-hour assimilation with a sophisticated procedure
2-2.5 lat-long. grid resolution
15 levels in the vertical
All fields in the table

- 38 Computer time for the processing of one day observations: 24-30
hours.
It is understood that there may arise the difficulty of producing
reliable analyses for the global precipitation. Also, the analyses of snow
and ice cover and soil moisture is difficult, but will most likely be
improved when corresponding data will be available from the research
satelli tes.
It is highly desirable that computer programmes or sub-routines
also be provided to read these tapes and to make transformation to grid
point form if recorded in other than a grid point array, most likely in
a spectral form.
From the users' point of view, a spectral representation as
proposed by the JOC, will not create any serious problems since standard
FORTRAN sub-routines exist for transforming data sets from spectral form to
spherical grid form. A transformation is needed because in most cases
modellers are using different grids.
It must be pointed out, however, that the precipitation field
and the non-atmospheric information specified under (iii) above cannot
be represented satisfactorily in a spectral form.

7!-_ ARCHIVING
7.1

Archiving of Level I data sets

Archiving of conventional Level I data are usually not performed
in meteorology. A radiosonde measurement can give data for every 6 seconds
during the ascent. These data are almost 2 orders of magnitude larger than
the final information included in the reports which are normally archived.

As far as the Level I satellite information is concerned, the
methods of retrieving meteorological parameters from this information are
not straightforward and it .may therefore be scientifically useful to store
those data if it is technically possible. However, we may keep in mind that
the satellite observing·technique is improving and it may well be the case
that our interest in historical satellite Level I data is reduced when realtime data are available from better satellite instrumentation.
Estimatooof Level I data volumes can be made in a preliminary
way based on the assumption that the following data bases should be considered:
polar~orbiting

a)

Pictures from geostationary and

b)

Raw radiances from polar-orbiting satellites.

satellites;

- 39 The amount of information from these data sources are indeed
enormous. One SMS satellite yields one picture every 30 minutes, every 13
picture consisting of 2.10 9 bits. This is equal to approximately 5.2.10
bits. for the whole FGGE period (18 months) or 2.10 5-4.105 magnetic tapes
using a storing capacity of 1600 BPI. However a substantial reduction
of the number of tapes can be achieved if so-called video-tapes are u~ed
which have a storage capacity of more than 100 times greater than a capacity
of the ordinary magnetic tapes.
The corre~ponding data volumes for digitalized pictures from
the polar-orbiting satellites are smaller, namely, 1.73'1010 bits/month
taking 2 global infra-red and 1 visible picture per day which will correspond
to a data volume of 3.11'10 11 bits for the whole FGGE period. This
corresponds to about 1000 conventional magnetic tapes.
The amount of raw radiances have a volume equal to the pictures
from the polar-orbiting satellites.
Even if it is possible to store the large data bases in an
efficient way using non-standard magnetic tapes, we must keep in mind the
time it will take to process these data and thus ~ the stored data.
If we assume a processing speed of 8.10 6 bits/sec. the total processing
time for the pictures from ~ SMS satellite for the whole FGGE period will take
75 days assuming processing 24 hr./day. It seems therefore very .likely that
the amount of Level I data to be stored should be reduced unless potential
users of these data would be clearly identified.
These users should then contact producers of Level I data to make a
separate agreement on what data they would like to see archived. As a very
tentative proposal, the following examples can be conceived:
1)

Raw radiances with maximum time and space resolution at
least for the Special Observing Periods.

2)

Geostationary satellite pictures in digital form with full
resolution at least for Special Observing Periods.

Level I digital data will not be archived at the WDCs; however,
information will be provided to the WDCs about locations and amounts of these
data that may be included in some FGGE Data Catalogues. Level I photographic
data (probably in microfilm format) will probably be archived at the WDCs.
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7.2

Archiving of Level 11 data sets

7.2.1
Level 11-a data may not be archived at WDCs. Data inventories and
information on data availability and location will be available to the WDCs
for inclusion in the FGGE Data Catalogue.
7.2.2

Level 11-b data sets to be archived should consist of:

a)
b)
c)

v~M

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Carrier balloon soundings

i)

surface based network data

Operational polar satellite soundings and sea surface temperature
Geostationary satellites (winds) data
Constant-level balloon data
Drifting buoys data
Special FGGE ship data
Research satellite data

Special aircraft data

l~l radiation balance

4

precipitation
soil moisture
ice extent

Data will be time ordered into logical sub-sets referred to as
data families within the FGGE system. These sub-sets will be defined by
inclusion of like data reporting in general the same parameters (even though
some parameters may not be observed at all locations or may be missing).
Examples of these would be land surface observations, marine observations,
satellite soundings, ·etc.
Data from only one data family will be recorded on a single
magnetic tape, i.e. there will not be a mixture of data families on one tape.
Within a data family a file will be made up of all reporting data for one
observation interval with multiple files allowed per tape and with separation
of files determined by a single tape mark. Files may not be split over 2
magnetic tapes. Each tape will be terminated with 2 EOFs (end-of-files).

Files will be made up of blocks of data records of fixed
length. The first block of each file, which will be identical in length
to each data block, will provide general information about the data themselves
such as observation type, parameters encoded, time and perhaps format with
which to read the data. Each data record will allow station identifiers as
the first element recorded. Station identi~±ers must be provided to take care
of the missing report situations.
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External labels will be applied to each magnetic tape to indicate:
FGGE data type
Time period
Recording density
Recording code
Number of tracks (7

or

9)

Each data record will be of a constant length within each data
block with the parameter recordings consistent in arrangement as determined
by the parameter list in the header block. Any missing or erroneous value
will be denoted by all 9's.
Producers of Level II-b data will provide written documentation
for each tape submitted to consist of at a minimum the types and amounts
of data on this type with an inventory of stations reporting information.
Duplicate sets will be made, one copy to WDC-A and the other to WDC-B.
7.2.3
Archiving of the Level II-c data will be considered by the World
Data Centres-A and -B which should be the primary data sources for users
from all countries. Archives of the Level II-cdata should mainly be on
.magnetic tapes and on agreed upon formats.

7.3

Archiving of Level III data sets

The function of the Level III archive is to provide a common
repository and source for authorized complete and partial III data sets
produced by Level III research centres and the three WMCs.
A possible selection of fields to be archived might include:
Surface pressure;
Sea surface temperature;
Snow and ice cover;
Temperatures, wind components and geopotential heights at mandatory
pressure levels from 1000 to at least 100 mb;
Some measure of humidity at mandatory levels from the surface
to at least 400 mb.

For diagnostic studies or for forecast verification, it would be highly
desirable to include in the archives, analyses of vertical motions, cloud
cover and 6-hourly precipitation amounts.
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Level III-a and Level III-b data sets will be archived upon
authorization. Authorization shall be accomplished through a Eoard of
Review which shall ascertain that the proposed data sets meet quality
and completeness standards compatible with effective research utilization.
The producer shall submit the data set in two formats: the
original, and a transformation to a specified standard format. The reason
is that the convenience of a standard can result in information loss due
to transformation. The sets will be stored in 12 to 24-hour intervals
(except possibly the Special Observing Periods when the interval may be
shorter).
Each Level III submission shall be accompanied by:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

A description of the preprocessing, assimilation and forecast model;
A description of the institutional format;
Selected maps as for example in the GARP Basic Data Sets.

A data volume is estimated based on the assumption that at least
three research institutions will produce complete III-b data sets for an
IS-month period and six institutions will operate only during the special
observing periods. Each, on the average, will treat the II-b source data
with two different assimilation-model schemes. In addition, the W}1Cs will
each produce a single IS-month set. With two formats, this results in 33
years of data sets.
The Level III output of a global, 2 0 latitude, 9-level
assimilation scheme at a single synoptic time is considered. The variables
at each coordinate level are the two horizontal wind components, the
temperature, the humidity and the derived vertical velocity. At the lower
boundary are the surface pressure and the derived precipitation. On a 9track 1600 EPI (bits per inch) magnetic tape, 5 such synoptic files can be
stored. The 33 years of 12-hourly data sets would then require about 5000
tape reels. One degree latitude resolution would then require 20,000 tape
reels.
The user community is estimated to be of the order of 100 research
workers and institutions. The data sets will be used in a variety of modes:
for studies of model dependence of four-dimensional assimilation, fOT
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observing systems simulation, as initial and verifying data for prediction
experiments, for general circulation diagnostic studies, for parameterization
studies (such as of synoptic scale dynamics), for phenomenological studies
(such as the monsoon, tropical instability, sudden stratospheric warming, etc),
seasonal and inter-hemispheric variability of climate. Requests for data
may therefore be for as little as partial sets or as much as a number of
complete sets.

7.4

Availability of the data sets from the WDCs

In their work the vlorld Data Centres should follovl the "Guide
to International Data Exchange through the vlorld Data Centres ll and adhere
to the following principles:
WDCs-A and -B will exchange missing data at each centre free
of charge;
WDCs will store not only validated data received in different
countries but also supplementary information (description of
observation methods, sensors, etc).
WDC-A and WDC-B will not be responsible for any quality control
of data receipts but rather will only be responsible for correct
copying of data requested.
WDCs will have the inventories of all raw data available at
national archives with indication of their exact location to
be able to meet possible requests!
The forms of inventories should be common for all countries.
WDCs will issue the catalogues of the FGGE in an agreed upon form.
Data catalogues will be prepared by WDC-A and WDC-B within 6 months
of receipt of FGGE data at each centre. These catalogues will provide
inform~tion on data availability, ordering instructions and sample request
forms. These catalogues will be updated at periodic intervals of 2 to 3
months to reflect additional receipts.
Both WDC-A and -B will provide FGGE data on demand to any user for
a price not exceeding the cost of copying (including material and po~tage)
with the smallest unit being one complete tape. Data will be available to
users within one month of receipt at either data centre.
8.

8.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Data collection
It was concluded that there is a need for upgrading theW1llW
operational system (GOS, GTS) to satisfy the FGGE requirements as closely
as possible.
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It was also found that the satellite data collection system
may effectively serve for data collection from remote stations on land,
floating ice stations and other t~pes of moving platforms.
Therefore, it was recommended that the following studies related
to the activities of importance to the FGGE in the framework of the WVA{
be initiated as a matter of urgency:
Elaboration of plans for upgrading the GTS and in particular
the critical segments of the MTC, with identification of main
critical areas where accelerated action is required with
assistance, if required, including the provision of equipment
and expert services for the installation and operation of
GTS facilities.

(H)
(Hi)

Promotion of the establishment of satellite-based collection
systems from ships, aircraft arid remote land stations using geostationary.and appropriate polar-orbiting satellites.
Monitoring of the WWW with a view toward determining the
elements critical to FGGE in the field of GOS and GTS which
need improvement or particular attention in their implementation.
It was also recommended that all necessary measures be taken:

(i)

To implement the basic regional networks and, in particular, the
surface and upper-air obserVations in Regions I, Ill, V and the
southern parts of Regions 11 and IV prior to the commencement of FGGE.

(H)

To ensure that sufficient capacity exists on the MTC to
accommodate the estimated traffic for the 1977-1979 period
on the MTC.

(Hi)

To accelerate the implementation of the GTS in order to
reach a sufficiently high level of operation in respect to
reliability and timeliness of the data collection exchange
meeting the FGGE requirements.

8.2

Production of the Level 11 data set

It is anticipated that, despite substantial efforts which probably
will be made within the WWW framework not all data will be collected and
processed operationally.
Hence, the following problem areas have been highlighted in
connexion with the data processing plan for the FGGE:
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(i)
(ii)

The need for a commitment from some national Weather Service
or other meteorological agency to handle the Level II-b data
processing function;
The need for commitments from data producers:
- to produce Level 11 data not processed in the normal
··operati6rial -tIme frame;
- to accumulate complete Level 11 data sets from space-based
platforms in agreed upon formats and forward these to the
Level II-b golleotion and prooessing oentre;
- to respond as quickly as possible to requests from the
Level II-b data oolleotion and prooessing oentre for re transmission
of data from spaoe-basad"platforms.
It was recommended that:

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

The Level 11-b oolleotion and prooessing oentrebe established to
oreate a oomplete 11-b data set (preliminary estimates of equipment
and staff required and proposed organization sohedule are given
in paragraph 5.4.2 of the report).
The GAD be requested to obtain the detailed estimates regarding
the computer and organizational requirements from the agencies
concerned.
The Level 11-b oentre be attaohed to an existing WMC or a Regional
Meteorologioal Centre along the Main Trunk Cirouit so that existing
teleoommunioation and oomputing faoilities oould be used.

(iv)

A detailed scheme for the collection by mail of Level II-b data
from the \~l surface-based observing system be "elaborated.

(v)

An agency be identified to organize collection of late surfacebased data.

(vi)

(Vii)

The production of various types of Level II-b data be accomplished
as much as possible by the respective data producers.
The Level II-b data set be produced within 45 days after observation time.

As far as the Level 11-c data are concerned, it was proposed that
organizations which plan to produoe the Level 11-0 data sets should also oarry
the responsibility for the collection~ quality control and sending these data
to the WDCs (mainly on magnetic tapes). A plan for the colleotion organization
and quality oontrol of Level 11-0 data must be developed.
8.3

Production of the Level III data sets
It ",as recommended that:
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(i)
(ii)

(iii)

The Level III-a data sets be produced by the iVMCs.
'l'he I.evel III-b data sets (specified in Section 6.3) be
produced in non-real time but in a quasi-operational mode by
organizations possessing facilities compatible with those of
the vmcs.
All Level III-b analyses be complete about one year after the
observational phase of FGGE.
Archiving
It was recommended that:

(i)

(ii)

(Hi)

(iv)

The amount of Level I data for storage be reduced unless the
potential users can be identified; these users can then contact
producers of I,evel I data to make separate agreements about what
data they would like to see archived.
Studies be initiated as a matter of urgency for further
elaboration of the GDPS data archiving and retrieval functions
of the \ifMCs and RMCs in support of Level II-a and Level III-a
archival at the WDCs.
Data inventories and information on availability of the Level II-a
data (which may not be archived at the WDCs) be available to
the WDCs for inclusion in some FGGE data catalogues.
The following data be included into the Level II-b data sets:
a) WWW surface-based network data

b) Operational polar satellite soundings and sea surface temperature
c) Winds from geostationary satellites
d) Carrier balloon soundings
e) Constant-level balloon data
f) Drifting buoys data
g) Special FGGE ship data
h) Research satellite data
l~l radiation balance
precipitation
soil moisture
ice extent
i) Special aircraft data
(v)
(Vi)

4

The Level III-b data base would include data specified in Section

7.3.

Level III-a and Level III-b data sets be archived upon authorization
which shall be accomplished through a Board of Review which shall
ascertain that the proposed data sets meet quality and completeness
standards compatible with effective research utilization.
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